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Big Day Out for mining ‘protesters’

The campaign to stop open-cut bauxite mining in The Hills was never going to be a sprint but
a marathon.

On August 11, local campaigners for the Avon and Hills Mining Awareness Group (AHMAG)
set their clocks for 5am to battle the peak-hour traffic to Parliament House. 

They had reached an important first-stage marker  –  presenting a 4,425-signature petition to
Greens MLC Robin Chapple which was officially verified and tabled later that day.

Mr Chapple who is WA Greens’ spokesman for mining and petroleum, said “it was one of the
largest petitions he had ever presented to Parliament”.

AHMAG President, Brian Dale, acknowledged that it was the result of “a year’s serious
campaigning to raise awareness of the threat to Hills residents’ lifestyle and irreversible
environmental impacts if mining is given the green light”.

The Chinese-backed proposal to mine bauxite at multiple locations throughout the Darling
Escarpment and Avon Valley has resulted in AHMAG joining forces with Bindoon/Chittering
group Residents for Responsible Mining (R4RM) and Yarloop’s Community Alliance for
Positive Solutions (CAPS).

Representatives from both groups also made the long early-morning, week-day trek to
Parliament House to support the local ‘protesters’.

‘Protesters’ is an inapt fit for the mainly middle-aged contingent who happily waved their
anti-mining placards and greeted arriving politicians by name.

The laid-back approach to protesting was duly noted by Mr Chapple who remarked that the
MPs seemed to warm to the non-confrontational style of petitioning Parliament.

Mr Dale said that it has been a rapid learning curve for AHMAG members and their
supporters who started out as “shell-shocked and powerless residents, worried about the
threat to their lifestyle and environment”.

Nine months later, he said, most members can talk informatively, and factually, about how
bauxite mining will affect local water resources, impact fragile eco-systems and endangered
species and, destroy productive farmland.

One young Morangup family interrupted their busy schedules to attend the protest with their
three-year-old daughter Kahlia.

Melinda and Brian Feucs are incensed that they bought their rural property only a year before
learning that they could be living next door to a mine site.
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“After years of working away and saving hard to buy our dream block, we are absolutely
devastated,” Mr Feucs said.

“This our ‘forever’ home and we want it  to be a safe and healthy place to raise our children.
We won’t give up.”

Retirees Hope and David Jones have lived in Morangup for the past 17 years and are putting
in the hard yards collecting signatures three days a week at Mundaring Shopping Centre.

“It’s given us a new lease on life,” said Mr Jones, “and we are not going to sit back idly and
let the miners destroy our piece of paradise”.

Local amateur photographer Peter Harms has also been in the thick of it, recording AHMAG
activities throughout the year. His coverage of the petition presentation resulted in a front-
page picture in a recent edition of The Mundaring Echo - not so amateur after all.

As AHMAG enters its next phase of campaigning against bauxite mining in the hills and
Avon Valley the group has dug in, extended its alliances across the Darling Escarpment and
anticipates increased community awareness and support.

Presenting the recent petition to The Legislative Council has prepared the local campaigners
for their next ‘big-smoke’ excursion to Parliament to forward signatures to The Legislative
Assembly.

“We won’t be parking in an eight-dollar-an-hour car park,” quipped one, “we’ll be going by
train and catching the free CAT bus to Harvest Terrace”.
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